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Happiness and Happiness. Human flourishing and relational goods Luigino Bruni Budapest 28 3 2014



INTRODUCTION Happiness, again •  Happiness is an old and new issue at the same time –  It is at the origins of any civilization –  It is today at the center of a new debate on our economic and social system, and therefore on capitalism, GDP, quality of life •  Yesterday, today and tomorrow people look for wealth because is a means for being happier: wealth is important, but happiness even more



The Happiness or Easterlin Paradox



Income and happiness between countries



Source: Inglehart e Klingemann (20



The main messages of the (controversial) debate on economics and happiness



1.  The relationship between self-reported happiness or subjective wellbeing and individual (or country) income, is more complex than classical political economy, and the obsession of GDP think; 2.  When people are poorer income matters; but above a ‘threshold’ value income is not a good proxi for individual happiness.



A key issue •  What scholars – economists in particular – have in mind when they use the word of “happiness”? –  Answer: pleasure, something very similar to the Benthamite concept of happiness (pleasures - pains): Kahneman et al 1997’s paper: “Back to Bentham”) –  Empirical evidence says that this Benthamite idea of happiness is not enough for capturing important dimensions of human well being. –  In spite Utilitarian philosophy, in life there are ‘good pains’ and ‘bad pleasures’.



The thesis •  To claim that a reconsideration of the idea of happiness (“eudaimonia”) typical of the classical (Aristotelian, Christian, Thomistic) virtue ethics, can offer some hints for a better understanding of contemporary paradox of happiness and un-happiness. •  The key element in order to rescue eudaimonia today, it to take sociality seriously relational goods.



PART 1 A bit of history •  The idea of happiness has a very long history: –  The Greek eudaimonia (good demon) is very popular in philosophy and social sciences, thanks to authors such as M. Nussbuam, A. Sen, E. Diener, and many others. –  Not very wellknown is, however, the diverse theories of eudaimonia in Greek and Christian cultures.



Eudaimonia (Aristotle) •  Eudaimonia “is always desirable in itself and never for the sake of something else...for this we choose always for self and never for the sake of something else” (Arist., NE I, 7, 1097a). Happiness then “is the best, noblest, and most pleasant thing in the world” (ibid., I, 8, 1099a). It is the “highest of all goods achievable by action” (ibid., I, 4, 1095a).



Happiness and virtues •  According to Aristotle, eudaimonia is not a static reality, but rather a sort of movement or activity, whose essential characteristic is to occur only when its pursuit is not instrumental to something else: it is a “prize of virtue” (NE I, 9, 1099b, p. 104). It is good life, human flourishing; Aristotle identifies being happy with “living well and doing well” (I, 4, 1095a, p. 87).



Ambiguity of modern happiness •  Before Modernity, the idea of happiness was linked to the idea of virtue. •  The English Utilitarian philosopher H. Sidgwick stated in his Methods of Ethics that “even the English term Happiness is not free from ambiguity. It seems, indeed, to be commonly used in Bentham’s way as convertible with Pleasure” (1901, p. 92).



Happiness today •  In spite of Greek philosophy’s attempt to separate eudaimonia from luck, happiness and fortune were and are, as a matter of fact, two overlapping concepts. •  This original meaning has been maintained in several modern Anglo-American languages: in German glück means both happiness and fortune, “happiness” comes from “to happen”. •  Such ambivalence has not disappeared and the entire research project about the measurement of happiness is subject to this semantic ambiguity.



Roman Felicitas •  A different etymology marks the Latin word felicitas, from the prefix fe, which recalls the terms fecundus, femina, fetus, ferax; it recalls the concept of fecundity, and hence the cultivation of humanity •  Feo = to produce (Latin) •  in the Latin culture infelix designates the sterile tree, and “felix” the fertile (ficus, olive tree in particular), which gives no fruit – an idea of happiness which is therefore closer to the idea of the cultivation of virtues rather than to the mythical idea of “fortune”. •  The arbor crucis tradition (Ubertino da Casale): the cross that becames a florished three: the arbor felix •  This idea of happiness/felicitas was the one of the Christian middleage (Aquinas)



Felicitas: cultivation of virtues •  The latin Felicitas then is associated directly to the human flourishing, to the concept of bearing fruits: –  Campania felix, arabia felix For this reason, the images (in the Roman and later periods coins) are the images of agriculture, fruits, woman, and children: aboundance of life.



Felicia tempora



Felicia tempora II



Felicitas publica



Felicitas publica II (the child on the leviathan)



Happiness, virtue and gratuity •  The basic link between genuine sociality and eudaimonia embodies a fundamental tension regarding the whole Aristotelian theory of happinesseudaimonia: –  the virtuous life is a way to happiness, but virtues bear their fruit (i.e. happiness) only if sought not instrumentally, only if internalised as being intrinsically good.



•  In fact, as soon as virtue is used as a means is ceases to be a virtue. So happiness is the indirect result of practicing virtues. Virtues, thus, are means to happiness only if they are not only a means. è Eudaimonia needs gratuity or some sort of intrinsic motivation, in particular in social interactions (philia)



PART 2 Relational goods The category of relational goods was introduced into the theoretical debate nearly simultaneously by four authors: the philosopher Martha Nussbaum (1986), the sociologist Pierpaulo Donati (1986), and the economists Benedetto Gui (1987) and Carole Uhlaner (1989). Carole Uhlaner defined them as goods that “can only be ‘possessed’ by mutual agreement”” (1989, p. 254). Benedetto Gui defined relational goods as “not material goods, which are not services that are consumed individually, but are tied to interpersonal relations” (1987, 37).



Five features of rel. goods •  (a). Identity: the identity of the individuals involved is a fundamental element. This is why Carole Uhlaner states that “goods which arise in exchanges where anyone could anonymously supply one or both sides of the bargain are not relational” (1989, 255).



(b). Reciprocity and fragility •  Reciprocity: inasmuch as they are goods made of relationships, they can only be enjoyed reciprocally. “Mutual activity, feeling, and awareness are such a deep part of what love and friendship are that Aristotle is unwilling to say that there is anything worthy of the name of love or friendship left, when the shared activities and the forms of communication that express it are taken away” (M. Nussbaum). •  The fragility of relational good: depends on others efforts, motivations and actions: is not a contract



(c) Motivations •  In genuinely reciprocal relationships the motivation behind the behaviour is an essential component. The same encounter — for example, a dinner — may create only standard goods or relational goods as well, based on the motivations of those involved. If the relationship is not an end, but only a means to something else (e.g. doing business), it does not qualify as a relational good.



(d) Gratuity •  An essential characteristic of relational goods is gratuitousness, in the sense that a relational good is such if the relationship is not “used” for anything else, if it is lived out as a good in itself, and derives from intrinsic motivations.



PART 3 Relational goods and happiness There is also empirical evidence that: 1. Volunteers: report higher well-being (otherthings-being-equals) than non-volunteers (Wilson and Musick 1999; Meier and Stutzer 2004). 2. The more people spend time watching TV, the lower is their reported happiness, just because of the crowding-out of relational goods (Bruni and Stanca 2008)



A qualitative reasoning for a relational vision of happiness •  Let suppose that Happiness of Anne (Ha) depends on both consumption (Ca) and Relational goods (Rab):



Ha = h(Ca, Rab), Where:



“Ca” refers to all kind of “extrinsic” activities (that can be bought in the market) “Rab” are relational goods. è Note: Rab depends also on B’s contribution that A cannot fully control (fragility)



A qualitative model



+ effort



(1) + Happiness



+ Ca



(2) ? Happiness



Rab Note: The relative weight of (1) and (2) depends on the level of Ca: The sum (1+2) can become negative “beyond” a threshold value of Ca



Happiness-income (without Rab): Ha = h(Ca) Happiness



Ca



H1>0 (positive slope function); H2


Introducing relational goods: H = f(C,Rab) Happiness



Threshold value



Ca Scitosky's zone



Tibor Scitovsky My explanation of the happiness paradox is in line with Tibor Scitovsky’s (1976) – a Hungarian important economist – and his distinction between comfort and stimulation goods. Comfort goods give immediate stimulations that last short, because depend hugely on “treadmill effects” (hedonic and satisfaction ones). Stimulation goods, instead, have an opposite characteristic: their marginal utility is normally increasing. When our income increases we consume more comfort goods and less stimulating goods (commodity substitutes relations).



A “eudaimonian” narrative of the happiness paradox •  Markets tend to substitute true stimulation goods with comfort goods presented as stimulation goods. •  In affluent societies people consume too much comfort also because it appears as stimulation goods in disguise, but offered at a much lower cost (in terms of effort and risk) than true stimulation goods. •  Advanced market tends more and more to offer relational goods in disguise.



Some practical hints •  Television and the new “social” media are the products of a market that not only take time and energy away from relationships with others (just as do reading or a walk in the park), but that sell pseudo-relationships with others at an infinitely lower price and risk.



Relative cost •  Furthermore, economic and technological development works in two directions, both of which are relevant to this discussion. First, technology tends to reduce the cost of standard market goods, while it does not do likewise with relational goods, whose “technology” costs and risks have been more or less the same over the last millennia. •  Cultivating meaningful relationships with others is very costly in modern market economies, because substitutes for relational goods can be found at tremendously lower costs.



PART 4: A critical evaluation of the debate on happiness •  Coming back to the Introduction, we have to say that the present economics debate on happiness is far away from the Aristotelian tradition •  In the major authors, the individual is seen as essentially envious, vying with others over goods. Layard states that “whether we like it or not, human beings are rivals, and it is time for mainstream economics to incorporate “his key element of human nature (Layard 2005a, 147).



Quality of life •  Can the quality of life, of happiness, be evaluated solely by subjective perception? Probably not, precisely because the adaptation effect can carry so much weight; making subjective self-evaluation the principal or sole indicator of happiness invites many mistakes.



A. Sen’ “happy slave” •  “It is quite easy to be persuaded that being happy is an achievement that is valuable. The interesting question regarding this approach is not the legitimacy of taking happiness to be valuable, which is convincing enough, but its exclusive legitimacy. Consider a very deprived person who is poor, exploited, overworked and ill, but who has been made satisfied with his lot by social conditioning (through, say, religion, political propaganda, or cultural pressure). Can we possibly believe that he is doing well just because he is happy and satisfied? Can the living standard of a person be high if the life that he or she leads is full of deprivation? The standard of life cannot be so detached from the nature of the life the person leads”. (1993, pp. 39-40)



Conclusion •  The aim of this paper was to suggest: –  A) that a reconsideration of the classical tradition of eudaimonia and relational goods, based on an ethics of virtue, can offer some hints and suggestions for improving the happiness – or reducing the unhappiness - both individual and public. –  B) the experience of self-reported happiness is important but is not enough for a good life: it is important what we “feel” but, even more, what “we do”, our freedom, rights, capabilities, that contribute to human flourishing even though are associated with suffering and pain. –  Eudaimonia requires the capability of facing with the pain, and transform it in good life, individually and as community.



In honour of your compatriot
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